
Math 103b Winter 2008 Final exam review sheet
Material overed on shorter exam problemsSome topis are omitted from this list beause they are overedby the essay questions below. Further questions will not be askedabout these topis. The material on error-orreting odes isstarred beause this topi will de�nitely appear on the exam.Some de�nitions� Ring (but I will not ask you to hek that something is or is not a ringdiretly from the de�nition).� Identity element of a ring.� Commutative ring.� Unit.� Subring.� Zero-divisor.� Integral Domain. (Reall this means that R is ommutative with unity,and that ab = 0 implies a= 0 or b= 0.)� Field.� Canelation property.� Charateristi of a ring. (I only are about harateristi for rings Rwith identity, and I de�ne it to be the smallest positive integer n suh thatn � 1 = 0, or if no suh n exists the harateristi is de�ned to be 0.)� Ideal.� Fator ring.� Prime ideal.� Maximal ideal.� Homomorphism and isomorphism.� Kernel and image of a homomorphism.� Irreduible and reduible elements in a polynomial ring R[x℄, where Ris an integral domain (hapter 17) 1



�More generally, irreduible elements, reduible elements, and assoiatesin any integral domain R (hapter 18)� a prinipal ideal domain (PID).** An (n; k)-linear ode over Z2. The weight w(v) of a vetor v andthe distane d(u; v) between vetors u and v. The weight of a ode. Theerror-orreting apability and error-detetion apability of the ode.Examples of RingsWe have studied only a few lasses of rings. You should know what all ofthese and be able to work with them.� Rings of numbers: Z;Q;R ; C .� Zm, the integers modulo m, for any m � 2.� Matrix rings: M2(F ), whih is 2 � 2-matries with entries from F .Here F ould be any of the rings of numbers above, or even Zm for some m.� The Gaussian integers Z[i℄ = fa+ bija; b 2 Zg, where i = p�1. (Thisis a speial ase of the rings Z[pd℄ below, where d = �1.)� The ring of polynomials R[x℄, whih onsists of all elements of the formanxn+an�1xn�1+ � � �+a1x+a0, where the oeÆients ai all ome from anintegral domain R.� The ring Q [pm℄, where m is a positive integer whih is not a square.This ring onsists of all elements fa + bpmja; b;2 Zg. (I only did the asem = 2 on the board, but the same onstrution works for any m.)� Given any two rings R and S, the diret sum of R and S is a newring R � S = f(r; s)jr 2 R; s 2 Sg, with omponent-wise addition andmultipliation.�The rings Z[pd℄ = fa+ bpdja; b 2 Zg. We always assume that d is notdivisible by the square of a prime. Then the norm funtion N(a + bpd) =ja2 � db2j has lots of useful properties whih you should know: (1)N(xy) =N(x)N(y); (2) N(x) = 1 if and only if x is a unit; (3) N(x) = 0 if and onlyif x = 0; (4) if N(x) is a prime number then x is irreduible.Important theorems and tehniques� Know how to hek if a subset of a ring is a subring.� Know that Zm is a �eld preisely when m is prime, and understandwhy Zm fails to be even an integral domain when m is not prime.� Understand the example Q [p2℄ and understand the proof that it is a�eld. 2



� Understand the theorem that the harateristi of a domain is a primenumber (or 0).� Know how to hek if a subset of a ring is an ideal of the ring.� Given a ommutative ring R with element a, know the de�nition ofthe prinipal ideal generated by a, written hai.� Understand the de�nition of a fator ring and how to do addition andmultipliation in suh a ring.� Understand some important examples where fator rings an be shownto be the same as other familiar rings. For example:Z=hmi �= Zm: R[x℄=hxi �= R: Z[i℄=h2� ii �= Z5:� Know the theorem that a ideal I of a ommutative ring R is prime ifand only if R=I is a domain, and that I is maximal if and only if R=I isa �eld. As a speial ase, know that a ommutative ring R with unity is a�eld if and only if R and f0g are the only ideals of R.� Be able to hek if a funtion between two rings is a homomorphism,and if it is a isomorphism.� Know that the kernel of a homomorphism � : R! S is always an idealof R , and the image of a homomorphism is always a subring of S. Knowthe statement of the 1st isomorphism theorem: R= ker� �= Im� and how touse it.�Know what the polynomial ring R[x℄ is, for any ommutative ring Rwith unity.�Know when R[x℄ is an integral domain (this is if and only if R is anintegral domain) and why this is true.�Understand the statement of the division algorithm for the ring F [x℄where F is a �eld. Be able to state the algorithm, and perform it overvarious �elds F (This is easy for F = R, Q , or C , but takes a little morethought if F = Zp.)�Understand the Remainder and Fator Theorems, and their proofs. Wedid the proofs in lass.�Know the de�nition of a PID (prinipal ideal domain), and the theoremthat F [x℄ (for a �eld F ) is a PID. Understand the fat in Theorem 16.4 thatany ideal I is equal to hgi where g an be any nonzero polynomial in I ofminimal degree.�Be able to prove fats like R[x℄=hx2 + 1i �= C (Example 3 in Chap 16),using the 1st isomorphism theorem and Theorem 16.4. The method of Chap16, Exerise 40 is similar.�Be able to deide if a polynomial f 2 F [x℄ of degree 2 or 3 is irreduible,by heking if f has a root in F . If F = Q you an use the rational-root3



test to see if it has a root. If F = Zp you hek if f has a root by trial anderror.�Understand the mod p irreduibility test. This an sometimes be usedto prove that polynomials in Z[x℄ of degree 4 or higher are irreduible overQ , or gives an alternative to the rational-root test for polynomials of degree3. �Understand the theorem that hf(x)i is a maximal ideal of F [x℄ if andonly if f(x) is irreduible. Be able to use this to deide if a (prinipal) idealin F [x℄ is maximal, and therefore to deide if F [x℄=hfi is a �eld or not.** Understand the main theorem on error-orreting apaity and error-deteting apaity of a ode, and the idea of its proof. Be able to deide,given a ode, what its error-orreting and deteting apaity are. Be ableto detet and/or orret errors using a given ode.Essay questionsBe areful not to be too long-winded in these essays. The targetlength is about 2 pages. Also, don't overprepare. Prepare onlyuntil you are on�dent you understand all of the steps in the an-swer, then write a fresh answer on exam day. Do not attemptto memorize your answer. You may disuss these questions withlassmates in the early stages as you are formulating your ideas.But if you deide to write out rough drafts as pratie, these draftversions may not be shared with your lassmates.I. Disuss the theory of onstrutibility we developed in lass in an essay.Your essay should inlude the following:1. A brief outline of the basi de�nitions of what it means to onstrutpoints in the plane with straightedge and ompass, and what on-strutible numbers and angles are.2. A realling of the main theorem we proved that haraterizes whihnumbers are onstrutible in terms of hains of �elds (we stated thisas a theorem| in the book, it is hidden in the next to last paragraphon page 393.) Give the idea behind the proof of this theorem in a fewsentenes, but without details.3. Given � 2 R, briey explain what the notations Q(�) and [Q(�) : Q ℄mean. Explain why, if [Q(�) : Q ℄ is not a power of 2, then � is not a4



onstrutible number. Mention what results from the theory of �eldextensions you are using in your proof.4. Show that a regular 9-gon is not onstrutible with straightedge andompass, given that � = os 20Æ satis�es the relation 8�3�6��1 = 0.II. Disuss the theory of unique fatorization in an essay. Your essayshould inlude the following:1. The de�nition of a unique fatorization domain (UFD).2. A brief (ouple of sentenes) explanation of why the ring F [x℄, whereF is a �eld, is a UFD.3. A omplete proof that the ring R = Z[p�7℄ is not a UFD, by showingthat 8 has two essentially di�erent fatorizations in this ring. Be sureto prove all of the fats you need to be sure that R does not satisfythe de�nition of a UFD. Use freely whatever fats about the norm youneed.III. Disuss how to onstrut �nite �elds in an essay. Your essay shouldinlude the following:1. A proof that Zp[x℄=hfi, where f is irreduible of degree n, is a �nite�eld with pn elements. Quote the theorems that go into your argument.2. A proof that there exists a �eld with exatly 16 elements. (In fat, forevery prime power pn there is always a �eld with exatly pn elements,but you are only asked to do this for p = 2, n = 4.)
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